
 
 
 
LISTSERVER AND DISCUSSION BOARD POLICY 
 
(Approved by the MSC on October 30, 2007) Document 207118 
 
The Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) maintains a number of mailing lists via e-mail. These lists 
disseminate information about committee activities and actuarial news, and provide a discussion forum 
for members of the CIA and the public. As well, the CIA operates a Discussion Board for the exclusive 
use of members. This policy should be observed by subscribers to the mailing lists and the Discussion 
Board. 

Recipients 
Most mailing lists, including the general list, are open to the public. Although most of the subscribers 
to these lists are enrolled in the Institute, there are also regulators, members of the media, and the 
general public who belong to the list. 

Content 
Messages that are sent should display a tone appropriate to a general discussion of a professional body. 
Subscribers must be especially cautious of any statements that might give offense, especially if they 
cannot be supported by evidence or do not pertain to professional opinions. Statements that would be 
inappropriate to be said in a workshop at an Institute meeting, are likely inappropriate for the 
Discussion Board or listservers. Furthermore, subscribers should recognize that, at some point, some 
debates are no longer pertinent for the listserver or the Discussion Board and they should continue on a 
private basis. Messages should be non-commercial in nature: jobs postings or solicitation are not 
considered appropriate. 

Moderating 
Neither the Discussion Board nor the e-mail listservers use a moderator (moderating can be used to 
ensure that all posted messages are appropriate for the list.). Thus, any message sent is immediately 
forwarded to everyone on the list (or at the end of the day for daily digest subscribers) or posted on the 
Discussion Board. The preference is not to have a moderator, as moderating these communications 
vehicles would hamper discussion. 

Short Messages 
Because e-mail to the listservers can be forwarded to over 1000 addresses, it is best to keep messages 
short. Earlier messages should not be quoted, except possibly short, relevant excerpts, where 
necessary. The same can be said for the Discussion Board. 

No Attachments 
Attachments sent to the general or other practice area lists will be removed for security reasons. 

Private lists still accept attachments as these lists are commonly used for distribution and revision of 
committee documents, etc. 
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Replies to the Intended Recipient(s) 
The ‘Reply’ and ‘Reply to All’ buttons on e-mail software may have different results for the various 
lists. The ‘TO:’ and ‘CC:’ headers must be checked carefully when replying to ensure that the 
particular reply is sent to the intended address(es). [The general and other practice area lists have been 
set up so that a simple reply will usually default to reply to the original sender instead of to the whole 
list.] 

Joining and Leaving the List 
Managing e-mail list subscriptions is simple, and done through the Toolkit Menu of the Members Site 
at <www.actuaries.ca/members/toolkit/update_list_subscriptions_e.cfm>. 

Avoiding Automated Replies 
Subscribers using absence messages should avoid automated replies to the listservers. They should be 
either excluded from the automated replies or the subscriber should leave the listservers for the 
absence period. Upon returning, subscribers can rejoin the listservers and catch up on mail by checking 
the archives. The archives are located in the Members Site, under ‘Update List Subscriptions’. 

CIA List Descriptions 
A summary of the currently available lists, and an outline of each function to administer access to the 
e-mail lists can be found at <www.actuaries.ca/members/security/instructions_e.cfm>. 

Contact and Suspension of Privileges 
The primary contact for listserver or Discussion Board issues is the Director, Communications. If 
required, the Director, Communications will deliver written notice to subscribers who do not follow 
the policies regarding acceptable use of the service. If a subscriber misuses his/her privileges, a 
decision may be made by the President and Executive Director (or the President-Elect or the Director, 
Communications if the President or Executive Director is unavailable) to suspend or terminate the 
listserver or Discussion Board privileges of the offending subscriber. 

A subscriber may appeal any such decision to suspend or terminate his/her privileges to the Member 
Services Council. 

This policy will be circulated to the membership on a regular basis. 

This was approved by the MSC on October 30, 2007. 
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